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Who we are 

Our student’s initiative “Kritische Wirtschaftswissenschaftler” (Critical Economists) questions the 

current curricula in Economics and our group emphasizes alternative theories and schools of thoughts 

besides the neoclassical paradigm. 

For more than ten years, students in our initiative initiate campaigns, organize lectures and discuss 

several economic issues. Furthermore, we are part of the German “Netzwerk für Plurale Ökonomik” 

and the “International Students Initiative for Pluralism in Economics - ISIPE” so that the call for 

pluralism in economic theory can grow louder. 

What we do 

From our point of view, we can only oppose economic orthodoxy and neoclassical monism by getting 
active on our own. We want to encourage our fellow students to reflect the current economic 
curricula critically and that multidisciplinary and pluralism in economics will lead to a better 
understanding of economics and our world, today.  

One year ago we reached a new milestone at our University: Supported by Prof. Dr. Kisker, our group 

organised a fully creditable course called “Schools of thought and current controversies in economics” 

and that provided a general overview about heterodox’ theories, e.g. Post-Keynesianism, Ecological 

Economics or Austrian Economics 

And following that, in this summer term we organized a second course on “financial crises and the 

monetary system” 

These courses for themselves are rather unique in Germany as they were planned and implemented 

voluntarily by students, and became part of the official economics curricula. On average, nearly one 

hundred students attended the course every week, we got excellent feedback and are hopeful to have 

stimulated critical thinking about economic thought in others.  

Meanwhile, there has started a growing debate on pluralism at our economics department and by 

now several professors support our course so that we will probably be able to continue these two 

courses regularly in the future. 

What we would like to share 



The organization was obviously a lot of work and many decisions had to be made. During the IMK 

congress, we would like to share our experiences and insights from organizing our lecture series. Our 

presentation includes topics as course structure, content & concept, general organization, the 

problem of accreditation, financing & advertising, feedback & surveys. 

We hope that our case motivates other students to establish pluralistic courses at their universities. 

With our presentation at the IMK congress, we want to show how dissatisfaction can be transformed 

into positive actions, which may change the status quo. 
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